GRIZZLY VIEWING AT NAKINA RIVER
This once-in-a-lifetime experience will bring you face to face with nature’s majestic Grizzly bears, in
their natural habitat. These curious creatures can often be found traipsing around the cabin
grounds, aloof to their human visitors. Alongside a world-class wilderness expert, you’ll observe the
bears as they hunt, learn to fish, frolic and fight – right outside your front door.

OUR
PROMISE
While in our care you’ll receive 24/7
support and the flawless delivery of your
travel experience. We obsess over every
detail so that you don’t have to. Your

ITINERARY AT A GLANCE
Your journey begins in Whitehorse, where a helicopter
will deliver you the short distance to Atlin, BC. Your
home base for the next five days will be the Nakina River
Base Camp, ideally positioned for bear viewing
adventures. Your expert guide will ensure you make the
most of your time here, delivering you to remote viewing
locations where intimate viewing opportunities abound.

DAYS
ONE

journey is bespoke, created just for you. All
that’s left for you to do is to enjoy Canada –

Arrive in Whitehorse, YT | Private transfer to Atlin, BC |
Helicopter from Atlin BC to Nakina River |
Accommodations are at Nakina River Base Cap

TWO - FOUR

Daily guided bear viewings | This is up-close
and personal, with no barriers, fences or cages
– wilderness at its best! Accommodations are
at the T’á ish Adventures Camp.

FIVE

Helicopter to Atlin, BC | Transfer to Whitehorse
YT | End of your journey

it is wild, soulful and truly unforgettable.

DAY ONE

Arrive in Whitehorse YT | Travel to Nakina River BC

Following your arrival in Whitehorse (cost of flight not included), you’ll be transferred to
Atlin, BC. A short helicopter ride will deliver you to your base camp. As the sun sets,
don’t be surprised if a curious bear wanders right out front of your cabin! This is true
wilderness, no gates or cages here. Accommodations are at the T’á ish Adventures Camp.

HIGHLIGHTS

MEALS
SERVICES
HOTEL

Scenic journey via helicopter from Atlin BC to your remote base
camp |
Dinner
Vehicle transfer | Helicopter transfer
Nakina River Base Camp

DAYS TWO - FOUR

Bear Viewing at Nakina River

After a hearty breakfast, you’ll set out on daily excursions with your guide and bear
expert. You’ll scale trees up to viewing platforms, where your vantage point allows for a
birds-eye view of the bears as they play and hunt for fish. Riverside, curious bears may
stroll by - practically in arms reach! Keep your hands to yourself, these creatures may
be cute but they’re also wild! Accommodations are at the T’á ish Adventures Camp.

HIGHLIGHTS

MEALS
SERVICES
HOTEL

Viewing majestic Grizzlies up-close and personal! This is a frontrow seat for an intimate and unforgettable experience.
Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Full-Day Guide, daily
Nakina River Base Camp

DAY FIVE

Travel from Nakina River, BC to Whitehorse, YT

After breakfast and one final bear viewing, you’ll board a return helicopter flight to Atlin, BC. From
there, a short transfer will deliver you to the Whitehorse International Airport, where you’ll board your
Flight home. Safe travels!

HIGHLIGHTS

SERVICES
MEALS
HOTEL

Scenic helicopter journey from Nakina River to Atlin, BC

Helicopter transfer | Vehicle transfer
Breakfast
n/a

ACCOMMODATION
T’á ish Adventures Camp
Taku River, BC
You will be living in traditional styled luxury with everything from electricity
to laundry service in the middle of a vast untamed wilderness area. The
main lodge consists of a kitchen and dining room where our chefs provide
excellent cuisine three times a day.The remote location and
plentiful number of spawning salmon and berries make this an ideal
spot for bears looking to fatten up before winter. The area attracts
roughly fifty bears (and counting!) each summer, with your expert
guide knowing most of them by name.

About This Property
These rustic rooms are unique in their size
and dimensions, offering you a remote and
Authentic Canadian experience.

We Look Forward to Serving You
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